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Abstract
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the transmission of a set of packets is bounded by the sum of the number of packets and the
maximal route length, for any greedy algorithm (including the a~bitra~y scheduling policy).
Next, tight time bounds of O(n) are proved for a specific greedy algorithm on the class of
shortest paths in n-vertex networks. Finally it is shown that when the routes are arbitraxy,
the time achieved by various ~n~tur~l~ greedy algorithms can be as bad as f~(nl'S), when O(n)
packets have to be forwarded on a~ n-vertex network.
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1

Introduction

The task of managing the delivery of packets in a distributed communication network is intricate and
complex. Consequently, many routing strategies incorporate design choices directed at simplifying
the process. One prime example for this type of choice is the decision to create a clear distinction
between two subtasks, namely, route selection and packet scheduling. The first subtask involves
selecting for each packet the route it should use from its source to its destination. This selection
is done in advance, before the packet actuary leaves its source. The second subtask concerns the
transmission stage itself, and involves deciding on the schedule by which the different packets are
to be forwarded over each edge along their routes. At this stage, the packets are restricted to their
predetermined routes, and cannot deviate from them. This paper concentrates on routing strategies
adopting this separation, henceforth referred to as fixed-route strategies, and in particular on the
scheduling subtask.
A second type of design choice, aimed at simplifying the scheduling process considerably, is to
make scheduling decisions locally and per packet, rather than globally. The scheduling policy is
thus restricted to the selection of local rules for managing the queues on outgoing links, namely,
resolving the conflicts between the different packets that need to be advanced on the same outgoing
edge. Intuitively, a local algorithm has the property that the rules used by a node in order to
schedule awaiting packets rely only on information concerning these packets (typically contained
in the packets' headers), such as the identity of the source and destination, the distance traversed
by the packet so far, the arrival time at the current node etc. In contrast, a global algorithm can
base its decisions on additional global information on the status of the network, such as the current
distribution of packets in the network and the routes of these packets.
Although the two design decisions discussed above may not generally lead to a globally optimal
algorithm, they are both widely used. In fact, one of the main distributed network strategies for
packet routing is virtual circuit switching [CGK88, Mar82, BG87], which is based on fixing a single
predetermined logical circuit from the given source to the given destination, and transmitting all
packets between them on this circuit. While setting up the circuit, the sender and the destination do
not know which other logical circuits will overlap their own circuit in the duration of its existence.
Nontheless, similar considerations apply also for the second common routing strategy, known as

packet switching [MRR80]. In a fixed-route packet switching strategy, different packets going from the
same source to the same destination may traverse different paths. Thus in such strategy, congestion
over a link does influence the selection of routes for later packets, although it cannot change the
routes of packets that are already in transit.
Fixed-route strategies are employed in communication networks such as SNA [Mar82], APPN
[BGGJP85] and TYMNET [BG87]. As for the scheduling policy, most networks use a combination
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of FIFO, certain priority parameters, and flow control information, to determine the next packet
to be forwarded. All of these mechanisms are "approximately" local greedy (although flow control
adds some global flavor). The main reasons for these choices are based on their advantages from
an engineering point of view, namely, their simplicity and low complexity (compared to the global
approach). The costs of the alternative, global approar~ are high due to the need to synchronize
the network (so that schedules for entire routes be meaningful), the need to accumulate information
about packets that are to be sent (and the associated delay until the information is accumulated),
and related factors.
Packet scheduling algorithms for fixed-route strategieswere studied by Leighton, Maggs and Rao
[LMR88]. Although motivated by routing problems in specificnetworks realizingparallel machines,
the paper studies the problem on networks of arbitrary topology. The resultsof [LMR88] demonstrate
the fact that fixed-route strategies have advantages not only from an engineering point of view, but
from a theoretical point of view as well. The problem is formalized in [LMR88] as follows. Initially,
there are k packets in the network, each is assigned a path of length d, and no edge in the network is
to be traversed by more than c packets. The scheduling algorithm has to forward the packets along
the assigned paths.
The firstresult of [LMR88] is a proof that there exists a schedule that terminates in O(d + c)
time. However, it seems that determining this schedule requires a complex centralizedcomputation,
relying on global information. The paper provides also some randomized distributed protocols for
the problem. These protocols are simple, online and local (in the sense discussed above). The first
applies to arbitrary sets of paths and requires O(c + dloglVl) time (where IV] is the number of
nodes), and the second completes the routing in O(c+ [ +log IVI) time, and applies to the case when
the paths are leveled with l levels. (Informally, a set of paths is/eve/ed if the nodes of the network
can be partitioned into levels in such a way that eac~ edge of the paths connects two consecutive
levels.)
In contrast with both types of algorithms considered in [LMR], in this paper we consider the
complexity of deterministic distributed algorithms. In fa~t~ we concentrate on a class of very simple

on-line routing algorithms, termed greed~/algorithms. These are algorithms that will always forward
some message over each link whenever they can (i.e.,whenever there is a message waiting to be
forwarded on that link). The class of greedy policiesis very natural [Ko78], and in fact, all routing
policies used in practical systems of which we are aware fallin this class. Greedy algorithms differ
in the rule employed locally for deciding on the packet to be forwarded, in the case that more than
one packet awaits to be sent over the same link.
In the sequel we present several results concerning the behavior of greedy scheduling algorithms.
W e firstlook at some restricted path classes. To begin with, in Section 3 we show that for a leveled
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set of paths, the time required for routing k packets on paths of length d by any greedy algorithm
is at most d +/c - I. This holds even for an arbitrary (yet greedy) scheduling policy, or put another
way, even when an adversary is permitted to select the next packet to be forwarded in each step. W e
actually establish an appropriate extension of this result, applying to the more general case where
packets start at different times and traverse routes of different lengths. The time by which the i'th
packet arrives its destination is bounded by ~'~ + d~ +/c - 1, where d~ is the length of the ith packer's
route and ~'f is the start time of the i'th packet. This implies the same result for the natural case
of unique subpaths. (A collection of routes enjoys the unique subpaths property if for every pair of
nodes u and v, whenever two different routes both have a segment connecting u and v then these
two segments are identical.)
In Section 4 we consider the class of shortest paths, where each route is required to be a shortest

path between its source and destination. For this class, we present a strategy that requires at
most d + k - 1 time. Again, an appropriate extension holds for the case of varying route lengths
(specifically, the arrival of the i'th packet at its destination occurs within d~ + k - I time units).
This strategy is based on advancing the packet that has progressed the least so far. We conjecture
that the same bound is true for any greedy algorithm.
We then turn to general route classes, where the set of paths is not restricted in any way.
In contrast with the special cases discussed above, we show in Section 5 that greedy algorithms
might behave badly for an arbitrar~/ set of paths.

This is true even when we consider natural

greedy schedulers, like fixed priority, FIFO, or preferring the packet that traversed the minimum
(or maximum) distance so far. We show that in such a case the time may be f~(dx/'k + k). These
negative results hold even for the case where both k = O([V[) and d = O([V[). This strengthens
the counter-examples given in [LMR88] for the case of long routes and a large number of packets.

2

Model

We view the communication network as a directed graph, G = (V, E), where an edge (u, v) represents
a bidirectional link connecting the processors u and v. We assume synchronous communication, i.e.,
the system maintains a global clock, characterized by the property that a packet sent at time t is
received by time t + 1.
Next let us define formally the routing problem and its relevant parameters. The input to the
problem is a collection 7> of k packets p~ and k associated routes p~, 1 < i < k. Packet p~ is originated
at node A~, its destination is Bi, and it is transmitted along the route p,. We deal with node-simple
(or, loop-free) routes. The length of the route p~ is d~, and we denote d(7>) = max~{Idd}.
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Two packets are said to collide at time t if they are currently waiting at the same node to be sent
over the same link. The scheduling algorithm has to decide at each time t which packet to forward
at time t. (Note that the paths are fixed, and hence the algorithm has no choice with respect to
the edges that a packet traverses.) Let ~-iA denote the time at which packet pi was sent from its
originator Ai, and let rfl denote the arrival time ofpi at its destination Bi. Let ~ denote the time
elapsing from r f until ~-y, i.e., Ti = 1"ia - riA. The schedule time of ~ is T(~') = maxi{Ti}.
Some of our results apply only to special path types. Below we characterize these route classes.
A set of paths 7~ is leveled if there exists an assignment level : V ~ [ 1 , . . . , tVI], such that for
each path p = ( v l . . . v~), level(v~) = level(vj_l) + 1. A directed graph is leveled if there exists
an assignment level, such that for every directed edge (u, v), level(u) + 1 = level(v). In a leveled
directed graph, every set :P of routes is leveled.
The path p~ is a shortest path if its length equals the distance between its endpoints A~ and B~.
A set of paths 7~ is shortest if every path p~ E 7~ is a shortest path.
A set of paths ~ has the unique subpaths property if for every pair of nodes u and v, all the

subpaths connecting them in any path of ~ are identical; that is, if both the routes pi and p1 go
through u and v, then the segments of the paths connecting u and v are identical.
Finally, let us formally define the concept of greedy packet scheduling algorithms. A greedy

algorithm is an algorithm satisfying the property that at each time unit, the set of packets that are
forwarded is maximal, i.e., if there are messages waiting to be forwarded on some link then one of
these messages is forwarded. Note that this includes also an algorithm that selects the message to
be forwarded next on each link arbitrarily from among the waiting messages (or alternatively, allows
an adversary to decide which packet will be sent next). The only restriction on the adversary is that
it must send some packet out of the available ones, on every link.

3

Leveled routing

In this section we prove our first result, concerning greedy scheduling on leveled paths.
T h e o r e m 3.1 Let 7~ be a set of k leveled paths. Then for any greedy algorithm used for routing 7~,

I. every packet Pi arrives within Ti < ell + k - 1 time units, and
~. the algorithm has schedule time T(7~) < d(7~) + k - 1.
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P r o o f : The intuition behind the proof arises from considering, for any given time during the execution, the levels that are occupied at that time (i.e., that contain at least one packet). We observe
that at every time unit there is some progress, in the sense that either the number of occupied levels
grows, or the lowest occupied level (the one whose number is the smallest) becomes unoccupied.
Let us first define some terminology. For each packet p~, let level(p~, t) denote the number of the
level where p~ resides at time t. A level L is said to be occupied at time t if there exists a packet p~
such that level(p~, t) = L.
We adopt the convention that at any time t > ~-~, level(p~, t) is incremented by one. This can
be thought of as if the packet continues progressing indefinitely along some path p~ extended from
the destination B~ and dedicated to it, and hence never collides afterwards. This does not restrict
generality in any way, since such an extension p~ of the packer's route has no influence on the routes
of other packets, and the arrival time of the packet is still considered to be ~-~, the time it has
reached its original destination B~.
Consider the collection £(t) of occupied levels at time t. We break this collection into "blocks"
of consecutive levels (separated by unoccupied levels). We define the following parameters for each
packet p~:

• B(p~,t) is the block ofp~ at time t (i.e., the block containing tevel(p~,t)).
Suppose that B(p~, t) = {L, L + 1 , . . . , H}. Then

• min(p~, t) = L - 1 is the maximal level that is smaller than level(p~, t) and is not occupied at
time t.

• max(p~, t) = H + 1 is the minimal level greater than level(p~, t) that is not occupied at time t.
• width(p~,t) = fB(p~,t)l = maz(p~,t) - min(p~,t) - 1 (= H - L + 1) is the number of levels in
p~'s block, S(p~, t).
The following potential function is defined per packet p~:

• (p, t) = mi~(p, t) + ,~idth(p, t).
We are interested in the changes in this potential from one step to the next. Consequently, let
us denote

A¢(p~,t,t')

= ¢(p~, t') - ¢(p. t),

A.~.(p~, t, t') = m i . ( p , t') - .~d.(p,, t),
A..~,h(p~, t, t') =

widthCpd, t') - width(pd, t),
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hence

~,~(p~, t, t') = a..~.(p, t, t') + '%~d,dw, t, t').

(1)

The proof goes along the following lines. We show that A~(pi, t,t + 1) > 1, and therefore

A,(pi, ria, riB) >_ Ti. We then show that A¢(pi, r f , , ~• ) _< k + di - 1. Combining the two claims
implies that Ti < k + di - 1.
C l a i l n 3.2 A~uidth(Pi,t, ~ "4"1) ~> 0 for every t > O.
P r o o f : Since the algorithm is greedy, we axe guaranteed that if the levels L, L + 1,..., H axe occupied
at time t, then the levels L + 1 , . . . , H + 1 axe occupied at time t + 1. Also, L <_ level(pi, t) < H
implies L < level(p~, t + 1) < H + 1, and therefore L + 1 , . . . , H + 1 E B(p~, t + 1). This implies that

width(pi, t) is monotonically non-decreasing with t, and the claim follows.

|

tlnfortunately, min(pi, t) may decrease with time. We now show that the sum of the two parameters, @(Pl, t), is monotonically increasing.
C l a i m 3.3 A~(pi, t,t + 1) >_ 1 for every t > O.
P r o o f : As time progresses from t to t + 1, min(pi, t) can either grow by 1, remain the same or
decrease. We analyze these cases one by one. First assume that min(pi,t + 1) = rnin(pi, t) + 1.

Then A,~(pi, t,t + i) = i, and by Claim 3.2, A~uidth(Pi,t,t q- i) > 0, implying the claim by Eq. (i).
Next, suppose min(pi,t + 1) = min(pi,t). This implies that level min(pl,t) + 1 is occupied at
time t + 1, and hence width(pl,t)grows by at least one (since maz(pi, t) also becomes occupied at
time t + 1). Thus @(Pi, t + 1) - ~(Pl, t) >_ 1.
The remaining case is that rain(p~, t + 1) = min(pi, t) - z, where z > 0. There is only one way
for that to happen, naanely, there has to be a packet in level min(pi, t) + 1 that did not progress,
and the block B(pl, t) is "joined" by the block just below it. But in this case, the decrease of

rnin(pi, t) by z is offset by an increase of width(pi, t) by z + 1. This holds since there are z more
levels below min(pi,t) in the united block B(pi, t + I), and maz(pi, t) becomes occupied. Hence

width(pi, t + 1) - width(pi, t) > z + I. By Eq. (1), the net change in O(Pl, t) satisfies
IX@(pi,t, t + 1) = a,~i=(pi, t, t + 1) + A,oidth(pi,t, t + 1) _>(--z) + (X + 1) = 1.

C o r o l l a r y 3.4 A.(p~, r f , r y ) > T~.
This corollary is complemented by the following claim, bounding the increase in • from above.
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c l a i m a.s ~,(p,, ~?, ~?) _< ~ + k - 1.
ProoJ~ Consider a packet Pi whose origin Ai is at level

and whose destination Bi is at level

Ls = le~e~(p~, ~:) = ~e~el(p,, ~:) + d~.
laitially, min(p~, ~ ) >_ LA - width(p~, r : ) . On the other hand, upon arrival at the destination,
min(p~,~) < Ln - 1. Hence
Ami,~(p,, ~-:, 1-~) < (LB -- 1) -- (LA -- width(p,, r~i )) = d, + width(p,, v~) - 1.

Since vJidth(p~, ~) <

I:,

~.,~,~(p,,,¢,, ~,~ + T ) < k - ,o~dth(p,, ~, ).
The dalm now follows by Eq. (1) above.

1

Combining Corollary 3.4 and Claim 3.5, we get

This completes the proof of Part (1) of the Theorem. Part (2) follows immediately from Part (1).

!
The natural class of paths with the unique subpaths property can be analyzed using the above
theorem.
C o ~ l l ~ r y 3.6 Let 7a be a set o] k paths satisfying the unique subpaths property.

Then for any

greedy algorithm used for routing P,
1. every packet pi arrives within T~ < d~ + k

-

1 time units, and

$. the algorithm has schedule time T(P) < d(7~) + k

-

1.

l ~ o o f : We prove that the delay suffered by any packet Pi is no greater than in an execution on
a

level:ed graph (with the same k and di). Note that the subgraph induced by the route of any

particula~ packet Pi plus all the packets it encounters, is leveled. One obstacle is that every other
packet pj may suffer some delay as a result of collisions before its route joins that of pi. (A similar
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event can also happen after they part, but this need not interest us, since it does not affect pi.) This
problem can be mended by extending the path of any such packet Pi in the induced leveled graph,
before it meets the path of pl. Notice that we have not changed the length of the route of packet pi.
Thus, by Part (1) of Theorem 3.1 the delay suffered by pi in the unique subpaths case is the same
as the one in the leveled paths case we have constructed.

4
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Shortest path routing

In this section we consider a scheduling algorithm for the case in which each route pi in the set 7~
uses a shortest path from its origin to its destination. We shall assume that all packets start at the
same time, i.e., 1-iA = 0 for 1 < i < k. For every time 0 < t < Ti, let di(t) denote the distance
traversed by Pi by time t (note that in particular, di(Ti) = d4). Ifpi and pj "collide" at time ~, the
algorithm resolves the collision by preferring Pi iff

di(t) < d,(t) or (di(t) = di(t ) and i < j).
We refer to this algorithm as the Min Went algorithm. The test of this section is devoted to proving
the following theorem.
T h e o r e m 4.1 If the set of paths P consists of shortest paths and viA = 0 for 1 < i < k (i.e., all the

packets start at the same time} then the Min Went scheduling algorithm guarantees
1. Every packet Pi arrives at time Ti < di + k - 1.
~. the schedule time is T('P) < d(?)) + k - 1.
We begin the proof by pointing out the following trivial fact regarding the relationship between
packets in consecutive collisions.
F a c t 4.2 If Pi and p~ collide twice (at times tl and t2}, then the relation between di(t) and d~(t)

remains the same.
P r o o f : The d a i m follows from the fact that di(t2) - di(tl) = ds(t2) - dj(tl), since otherwise, one of
the routes is not a shortest path.

II

D e f i n i t i o n 4.3 Given an execution of the algorithm the collision relation C is defined as the col-

lection of all triples (p~, p~, t) such that at time t packets p~ and Pi collide (i.e., they are at the same
node, waiting for the same edge}, and Pi wins the collision resolution and gets to use the edge (at
time t}.
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Since only one packet can go on a specific edge at a time t we can deduce the following fact.
F a c t 4.4 For every p, t there is at most one triple (p', p, t) in C.
Consider some packet Pi,- If this packet is never delayed, then T~0 = di, and we are done. Hence
suppose the packet was delayed along its route. We now define a delay sequence for Pi0 on the run.
Let to be the last time that packet Pin was delayed. (Note that such a time exists since the run is
finite; a bound o f T ( P ) < k. d(~) on the scheduling time of may algorithm is trivial.) Namely, there
is a triple (Pil, Pio, to) in G, and there is no such triple for Pi° in later times t > to. (Recall that by
Fact 4.4 there is only one such Pil .) Let tl be the last time Pi~ was delayed before time to. Namely,
there is a triple (pi~,p;,,tl) and no such triple for pil in any time between tl and to. Continue the
sequence in this way until reaching a packet Pit was not delayed prior to time tt-1.
It is convenient to define also t-1 = T~° (the arrival time ofpi0) and tz = 0 (the start time of pz).
We get a sequence ~ S of triples

z,s

= (pi,,p~°,t0),

(p~,pi,,t~),

where~0=t_l>t0>tl>...>tt_l>tt=r

...,

(p~,,pi,_,,t~-~),

E=0.

Lemma 4.5 ~o --~ dio -4-l.
P ~ o f : By definition of the relation C, we have the inequalities

(xA

d~,,(t~) < di,(tA,

for j = 0 , 1 , . . . , ~ - ~.

For j = 0 , . . . , t let 0j denote the segment of the route Pi~ traversed by pq between the times tj
and t¢-1, and let

a, =

IOsl=

d,~(ts-~) - ~ ( t j ) .

Substitute this definition in the inequalities (Xi) to get

(YA a,,+, (t~+~) + aj+l _< a~;(ts),

for j = 0 , . . . , ~ - I.

We also have
(Y-~)

di.(to) + Ao = dio(t-~) = d,o.

Summing the inequalities (Y~) for j = - 1 , 0 , . . . , £ - 1, we get

Ao + AI + . . . + Al-a + Al _< ~ .

(2)
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W e also construct a chain of equalitiesfor the times involved in these collisions.Since packet p~#
(for 0 < j <_ l - 1) was delayed at time tj but never delayed since that time until time tj-1,we have
(Zi)

ti_~ = tj + 1 + Ai,

for j = 0 , . . . , l -

1.

We also have

(z~)

~_~ = ~,(~t-~) = At + ~.

Combining the equa~ties (Zj) for j = 0 , . . . , e we get
Ti, = t-1 = A0 + At +... + At-1 + At + tt + L

(3)

Combining Eq. (2) and (3) with the assumption that Q = ~'~ = 0, we get that
T~, _< d~o + l,
and the lemma follows.

|

In order to complete the proof of the theorem, it therefore remains to bound the length of the
sequence ~DS. This is done by proving the following claim.
L e m r n a 4.6 The packets Pij appearing in the triples o f the sequence D S are all distinct.
P r o o f : The main idea of the proof is to show that if there is a packet that appears twice in 7~S,
then the path traverse by this packet is not the shortest. This fact is established by constructing an
alternative path, using the route segments traversed by the packets in ~DS, and showing that this
alternative path is shorter.
The proof is by contradiction. Assume that some packet occurs twice in the sequence, for instance
p i . = pi. (or, i,~ = i~,) for rn > r. By the structure of the sequence, every two consecutive packets
a~e distinct, so necessarily m > r + 2. This means that the sequence contains a subcycle

(p,.+,,p,.,tk),

<p,.+,,p,.+,,t.+l>,

..., (p,._,,p,._,,t~-2),

(p,.,p,._,,t~_~)= <p.,p,._,,t.~_~)

where t~ > t,+l > ... > t ~ - l , and m > r + 2. (See Figure 1.)
We argue that among the inequalities (X3) , for r < j < m - 1, at least one of the inequa~ties
is strict. Otherwise, all the collision resolutions in the cycle were made on the basis of indices, so
L = i,~ < i~-1 < • • • < i,+l < i,; contradiction.

It follows that among the corresponding inequalities ( ~ ) , for r < 3" < m - 2, plus (X,~_I), at
least one is strict.
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Combine these inequalitiesin chain. Recalling that at least one of the inequalitiesis strict,we
get

d~,(~,,_l) + tx,,_l + . . . + A,+I < d~,(t,).

(4)

Finally,let 6 denote the segment of the route Pi, traversed by pi, between the times t,n-1 (when
it won) and t, (when it lost),and let A = [~1 = di,(t,)- di,(t,~_~).W e get that
a,,_~ + . . . + a,+~ < d~,(t,) - d~,Ct,,_,) = A,

or in other words, the segment 0 of Pi, is not shortest; contradiction to the assumption that all the
paths in 7) are shortest paths.

|

Corollary 4.7 The sequence :DS is of length g <_ k - 1.

|

Combining this corollary with Lernm& 4.5 completes the proof of Past (1) of the theorem. Past

(2) follows~mmediatdy.

5

Greedy

|

algorithms

in the general

case

The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the fact that, unlike the ease of leveled routes, for
general route classes not every greedy algorithm delivers the messages fast. Moreover, even the
specific greedy algorithm used in Section 4 is not good enough in the general ease. In fact, other
"reasonable" greedy algorithms have bad performance too. Some of the complications of the following
proof result from the fact that we strive to make it hold also for the case of "long" (O([V[) routes
and "many" (O([V[) packets. We start with analyzing the following fixed priority algorithm.
T h e o r e m 5.1 There exist a graph G and a collection of paths 7~ whose schedule time under the
fixed priority algorithm is T ( P ) = [2(dv~) even for d, k = r~(IVl).

Proofi Define the graph G = (V, E) to be the union of the subgraphs GO, L 1, ..., L x, C, S, where z
is a parameter to be determined later. See Figure 2. Intuitively, GO is the "main" route, while the
purpose of the subgraphs L i is to generate delays.
The nodes of the subgraph G o are
n

V(G°) -- {i,--., x} × {i,.-., ~} × {in, out},
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and the edges are

E(Go)

{(v<i6,out>, v<id+i,in >) : 1 < i < -n, l < j < _ z - l } U

{(v<i,y,in>,V<io,out>) : 1 < i < z,l <_j <_~} U
{(V<i,m,OUt>, v<i+l,l,in> ) : 1 < i < n_ _ 1}.
2:
The graph L is a straight llne of l/nodes and ~/- 1

edges, i.e., V(L) = {l~,..., l~} and E(L) =

{(/,,/,+~) : 1 < i < y - 1}. We require that y > x, where the exact value o f y will be determined
later. For 1 < i < z, the subgraph L i is a copy of the graph L with superscript i.
The set C of edges connects nodes in G o to nodes in L i. The firstnode in L ~,node l~,is connected
to a node v<i,~,in>, for 1 < j _< ~. The last node in L i, node l~, is connected to the "next" node on
G °, that is, to node v<ij,out>, for i <_ j < ~. Formally,

O = {(v<i~,in>,l,) : I < i < z, I < j _<
•

'

U {(/;,v<imout>) : 1 < i < z,l _<y _ ~}

The component S includes the start node s, and one edge (s, v<l,l,in> ).
When the algorithm starts, all n = k packets are in node s. We denote the identdfier of a packet
by a palx of numbers [i, j], where 1 < i < ~ and 1 < j ~ y. We define a complete order between
the packet identifiers by comparing them lexicographicaUy. When comparing the identifiers of two
packets, the packet with the smaller identifier has higher priority. The packets are grouped into
batches according to their first identifier field, setting B(i) = {[i,j] [ 1 < j < y}. The packets of
each hatch B(i) must all traverse the same route pi.
Tke routes of all the packets start with the edge (s, v<l,l,in> ). The route pl (of batch B(1))
travexses L 1, returns to node v<lj,out> , from there to v<l,2,in> and traverses L 2, etc. Formally,
de~ne the edge sets
R, =

U
i_<d_<x

u S' u

and
Mj = {(s, ~<1,1,i~)} U

U
{(v<i,i,out>,~<~J+l,in>)} •
1<d<~-1

Then pj is composed of the edges of M1 U . . . U Mj-I U Rj.
Consider what happens until the packets of batch B(1) arrive at their destination. Note that until
tlme y, only packets of B(1) move, since the others wait for them to be done with edge (s, v<l,i,in> ).
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At time y + 1, the packet [2, 1] arrives at v<l,l,in> , and at time y + 2 at node v<14,oul; >. However,
at that time the first packet of B(1), i.e., [1,1], also arrives at node V<lj,OUt> (from node l~). Thus,
by time 2y + 2 Con which the first batch traverses the edge (v<l,l,out>, v<l,2,in>)), all the packets
of B(2) are still delayed at node v<l,l,out >.
It takes packet [2, 1] y + 2 time units to traverse the subpath from s to v<lj,out>. The same
argument as above can be repeated for every L i. Therefore, when packet [2,1] arrives at v<2,1,in>
the time is z ( y + 2). At this time the packets of B(1) arrive their destination. A similar argument as
above shows that when the ja, batch has traversed M1, " • ", Mj-1, the time is jz(y+2). Thus the total

time is f~(~zy). The theorem follows by choosing z = y = Lv/ffJ. (Note that IV] = O(n) = O(k).)

!
A similar, although somewhat more complicated proof can be constructed for other greedy a/go~ithrn.% specifically the Min Went policy of Section 4, the analogous Max Went policy, or the FIFO

policy, namely, the algorithm that resolves a collision between two packets in node v by sending the
first to have arrived at node v (breaking ties by packet identifier numbers).
T h e o r e m 5.2 There exist a graph G and a collection of paths 7) whose schedule time under the the

Miu Went, Max Went and FIFO policies is T(P) = fl(dv~) even for d, k = fl(IV]).
P r o o f : The proof is obtained by simple variations on the construction in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
For the Max went policy, observe that the schedule constructed in the proof of Theorem 5.1
obeys the Max Went policy.
For the FIFO policy we modify the graph, by changing the set C to
C = {(v<,,j, in>, li) : 1 < i < z} o {(t~, v<,~,out>) : 1 < i < z, 1 < k _< y}.
The routes of the packets also change. The k a' packet in the jth batch, i.e. packet [k,j], moves from
l~_k+1 to v<i6,out>, for 1 < i < z. Formally, let

Rk~ =

U

l<i<x

{(v.:,,,,i~, ll),
(z;_~, t;_~+1), (l;_~+. ~<~,,,o.t>)}
' (ll,' l~),...,
'

and now the route of packet [k, j] is M~ U . . . U Mj_~ U Rko.
Note that the whole first batch arrives at node vl,l,ou t at the same time. Hence the FIFO policy
too resolves the collisions (with the second batch) in favor of the first batch. Similarly, the resolution
of the conflicts in this case is the same as before.
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For the Min Went Policy the construction is similar but somewhat more complicated, due to the
fact that the packets "switch priorities" during the execution; whenever a packet uses one of the
bypasses L ~, its priority reduces. This requires us to organize the connections between the delay
loops and the segments of Go in a more careful way, according to the priorities upon leaving the
current segment. We omit the details of this construction.

|
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